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Correlations with Disk Properties

Std. case
M1=1 Msun
α=7x10-3
f1=0.001

Metallicity (disk)
(dust-to-gas ratio)

•High [Fe/H]:
•higher number of giants (observed)
•but not more massive
(except for most massive)
•Minimal dependence for Neptunes
•Inversion at low masses: Distinguish
detectable vs. actual existing planets!

Disk mass (gas)

Disk mass changes the MF
shape for giant planets.
High disk mass: giant planets
of higher mass, but less of lower
mass.

Disk lifetime

Disk lifetime changes both. Long
living disks: giant planets are
• more numerous and
• of higher mass
-Correlation with MD

Many more correlations!

Mordasini et al. in prep

!lanetary mass dis"ibu#o$

Upper
End
“Planetary”
Mass
Distribution
Segransan et al. submitted
f(m2sini)

Observation
- Really an overlap

Number

Segransan
et al. 2009
with brown
dwarfs?
- Where?

f(m2)
13 MJup ????

Mass [Jupiter masses]

•Rare, but there is a long

tail of planets with masses
clearly larger than 6-10
M J.
•This are not (all) stellar
companions nearly face-on.
•No discontinuity: smooth
continuation.
‣low numbers...
‣high mass tail of same
formation mechanism?

Jupiter
mass planets:
formation by core accretion.
!lanetary
mass dis"ibu#o$
What about these more massive objects?
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Limitation By Gap Formation
r

Fig. 2. Disk eccentricity as a function of radius for the several models
with q = 0.001 up to q = 0.005 at t = 2500 orbits, for the q = 0.003
model at t = 3850. For the two lower curves q = 0.001 and q = 0.002,
the outer edge of the computational domain lies at rmax = 2.5.
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6 - 10 MJ for planets.
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Fig. 2. Disk eccentricity as a5function of radius for the several models
with q = 0.001 up to q = 0.005 at t = 2500 orbits, for the q = 0.003
model at t = 3850. For the two lower curves q = 0.001 and q = 0.002,
4.5
the outer edge of the computational
domain lies at rmax = 2.5.
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Suﬃciently massive planets
(>3-5 MJ) can cause a sudden
transition of the disk state
from circular to eccentric.

Fig. 1. Logarithmic plots of the surface density Σ for the relaxed state
after 2000 orbits for two different masses of the planet which is located
at r = 1.0 in dimensionless units. Top: q = 3.0 × 10−3 , and bottom: q =
5.0 × 10−3 calculated with NIRVANA. The inner disk stays circular
in both cases but the outer disk only in the lower mass case. For q =
5.0 × 10−3 it becomes clearly eccentric with some visible fine structure
in the gap. For illustration, the drawn ellipse (solid line in the lower
plot) has one focus at the stellar location and an eccentricity of 0.20.
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Fig. 6. The dependence of the accretions rate onto the planet
(in dimensionless units) on the planetary mass for relaxed quasiequilibrium
configurations.
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Fig. 3. Azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the surface density for
different planet masses, for the same models and times as in Fig. 2.
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Test Global Consequences

Planetary IMF

Mstar=1 Msun
f1=0.001
No irradiation

No limitation due to
gap formation.

“Extreme Kley-Dirksen way”

With limitation
“Lubow et al. way”

As expected,
strong influence
for planets ≳ 6
MJ

Planetary
Initial
Mass
Function
High
End
!lanetary mass
dis"ibu#o$
without limitation
with limitation
Segransan et al. submitted

Number

f(m2sini)

f(m2)

Observation

- Really an overlap
with brown dwarfs?
- Where?

Segransan et al. 2009
13 MJup ????

Mass [Jupiter masses]

Without
dM/dt
!lanetary
masslimitation,
dis"ibu#o$
≲ 0.4% larger than 13 MJ,
1.
with limitation, none.

Long tail toward large
masses bias
Observational

2.

Diﬀerent slopes: better
agreement without limitation.

Distribution rising towa
small masses

Rare, but there are now objects
above the conventional planet brown dwarf limit. Nature?

Nature of the Objects
Internal composition
Mtot>13 MJ

Pressure and temperature high
enough in layers above the core to
burn deuterium ?
Baraffe, Chabrier & Barman 2008
“... We have considered a 25 MJ planet with a 100 M⊕
core. Independently of the composition of the core
material (water or rock), deuterium-fusion ignition
does occur in the layers above the core. ... The same
conclusion holds for a core mass of several 100
M⊕. ...”

Core masses typically 100 Mearth,
up to 300 Mearth.

Deuterium Burning Planets
New class of transition objects: Burn deuterium
(like brown dwarfs), but have a formation and
composition like planets.

OBSERVATIONAL HINTS?

Hints I: Radius Constraints

of HD
the CoRoT
exoplanets
147506b
(Hat
4

P-2b): 9.04 MJ

CoRoT Exo 3b: 21.7 MJ

5

Leconte et al.: Structure of the CoRoT exoplanets

fraction. Enhanced atmospheric opacity in transiting planets (Burrows et al. 2007), although not excluded, remains
so far too much of an ad-hoc suggestion to be examined in
detail (see Baraffe et al. 2009 for a discussion). At any rate,
the presently detected most inflated
transiting planets, like
No core
Tres-4b and WASP-12, can not be explained even with
340 such
M⊕enhanced-opacity
core
models (Guillot 2008; Baraffe et al.
2009).
An other mechanism, based on (inefficient) layered or
oscillatory convection in some planet interiors, has been
suggested by Chabrier & Baraffe (2007) and has been
shown to possibly explain the abnormally large radii. If future follow-up observations of CoRoT-Exo-1b and CoRoTExo-2b confirm eccentricity values e < 0.01, such a mechaLeconte et al.nism
2009
will have to be considered with serious attention.

Mcore/Menv
Mheavy/Menvelope

Fig. 5. Hat-P-2b. Long dashed line: Cooling sequence
of an irradiated 8.04MJ brown dwarf. Dash-dotted line:
5. Massive
objects
0.16
Irradiated
case with
a 340 Msubstellar
⊕ core. Red box : observational
1σ error bar. The discovery of ”super” Jupiters, with masses > 10MJ , in
∼

0.14

No core,
no irrad.

270 M⊕ core

Leconte et al. 2009
Fig. 4. CoRoT-Exo-3b. Solid line: standard cooling sequence of an isolated 21.66MJ brown dwarf with solar
composition. Long dashed line: irradiated case. Dash-dotted
line: Irradiated case with a 272 M⊕ core of water. Red box :
observational 1σ error bar.

Problem: Relative enrichment goes down with
mass: very
large planets are very eﬃcient in
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HD 147506b

No core

radius error bars, however, are still too large to infer or
exclude the presence of a significant amount of heavy material in the interior of this object. As done in §3, a maximum amount of heavy material can be determined, for the
minimum theoretical radius allowed by the error box. We
find an upper mass limit for the core of about 800 M⊕,
i.e. a global maximum mass fraction Z ! 12%. We stress
that this corresponds to the maximum enrichment compatible with the actual error bars. The possibility to have

Gets more diﬃcult to distinguish.

Hints II: Metallicity Constraints

days, placing them within 0.1 AU of their host star. We consider
Table 4, with the standard deviation from the m
whether the high metallicity that is correlated with the very exparentheses. The longest orbital period range (100
istence of extrasolar planets could also influence the final orbital Synthetic
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By virtue of this lower metallicity, these stars ar
Fig. 14.—Planet mass (M sin i) plotted for all detected planets as a function
have fewer and lower mass planets. It is certainly
of
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probability that the two distributions
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underlying pop

Significant?

Absence of very massive planets at
Similar in model.
low
[Fe/H]
around
solar
type
stars.
probable brown dwarfs HD 114762 (in the upper-left panel) and HD 162020 (in the upper-right panel)
to open circles.

Not true for more massive stars.

Must build-up core very quickly.

Conclusions
•Can disks form deuterium burning planets by core accretion?
•Yes, IF eccentric instability mechanism occurs.
‣Interesting class of new objects between planets and brown dwarfs.
‣Make the 13 MJ distinction even obscurer (cf. Chabrier et al. 2006)
‣Only if [Fe/H] > -0.2 , Mdisk >3 MMMSN, Tdisk>2 Myr.
‣Inside 10 AU.
‣Rather low eccentricities e<0.25.
‣(Slightly) smaller radius than brown dwarfs.
•Deuterium burning: depending not only on total mass
‣Internal composition matters (a little bit).
‣D-burning delays decrease of luminosity for first ≈ 10 Myr
(compared to contraction only).
•Slope of high mass end of planetary IMF.
‣Imprint of disk properties? (cf. core mass function - stellar IMF)

